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In this paper, we study the evolutions of tubes that can be regarded as set-valued
maps with compact images from R to a finite dimensional vector space X underq
some constraints that we call operability constraints. We first recall some proper-
  . .  .ties of the mutational calculus in the metric space K X , oI where K X is the
set of nonempty compact subsets of X, and oI is the Hausdorff distance. The main
result is the geometric characterization of the dynamics of the tubes that satisfy the
operability constraint. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let X be a finite dimensional vector space. This paper deals with the
 .  .evolution of tubes K ? defined as time dependent set-valued maps t ¬ K t
from R to X with compact values governed by a mutational equationq
Ê; t G 0, K t 2 g K t ? .  .  . .
starting from a given compact subset K subjected to operability constraints0
 w xsee Aubin 4, 2 and below for a precise definition of a mutational
.equation .
Operability constraints play for tubes the role that viability constraints
play for time dependent functions: We introduce a closed subset M and
we require that the tube is operable in the sense that
; t G 0, K t l M / B. .
 .   .4If the tube t § K t [ x t is a time dependent function, the oper-
ability condition reads as the familiar viability condition
; t G 0, x t g M . .
1
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There are many motivations for studying such kinds of operability
conditions, arising in biology, in demographics, in visual robotics, for
instance.
 .The Viability Theorem characterizes the dynamics x9 s f x governing
 .the evolution of solutions x ? viable in M. We recall that it involves the
 .translation of the tangential condition through the contingent cones T xM
to M at x introduced by Bouligand in the 1930s. It is then natural to raise
the question whether it is possible to characterize tubes operable on M by
tangential conditions. It is remarkable that the answer to this question is
positive and even more remarkable that it involves the other cone intro-
1 K  .duced by Bouligand, the paratingent cone P x to M at x g M l KM
relative to K. It is defined as the set of directions ¨ g X such that there
exist sequences x g K converging to x, ¨ g X converging to ¨ , andn n
h ) 0 converging to 0 such thatn
;n G 0, x q h ¨ g M .n n n
Next, we recall that the tangential condition characterizing the evolution
 .of solutions to the differential equation x9 s f x viable in M is
; x g M , f x g T x . .  .M
In order to characterize operable tubes governed by a mutational equation
Ê  .K 2 g K by a tangential condition, we have to give a meaning to the
concept of the velocity of a tube.
Ê . .We chose the concept of mutation K t x of K at time t in the forward
w xdirection 1 introduced in 4, 2 : It is a Lipschitz set-valued map F with
convex compact values. At a first glance, defining the velocity of a tube by
such a Lipschitz map looks quite strange, but posed in a proper context,
this definition happens to be quite natural. Hence, the right-hand side
Ê .  .  .g K of the mutational equation K 2 g K is a set-valued map g K :
 . .x g M § g K x ; X.
The main Operability Theorem that we shall prove states that starting
from any initial subset K , there exists a tube solution to the mutational0
Ê  .equation K 2 g K operable in M if and only if
;K such that KlM/B, ' xgK l M
such that g K x l P K x / B. .  .  .M
1 w xFor more details, see 3, Chap. 4, Sect. 5 . The Choquet Theorem states that the
 . K .contingent cone T x and the paratingent cone P x coincide on a residual of theM M
boundary of K.
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This implies the Viability Theorem when M is regarded as the family of
 4  .   ..singletons x g M, and when the differential equation x9 t s g x t is
 .regarded as a mutational equation where g x is the constant map y §
  .4g x .
This theorem is naturally a prototype of other operability results, such
as finding tubes strongly operable in M in the sense that
; t G 0, K t ; M . .
 .When M [ X _ V, this condition means that K t never meets the open
subset V, which allows us to solve target avoidance problems.
Another extension we shall study here is the joint ¨iability-operability
  .  ..property of the evolution of a pair x ? , K ? governed by the system
i x9 t s f x t , K t .  .  .  . .
0.1 .
Êii K t 2 g x t , K t ? .  .  .  .  . .
satisfying
; t G 0, x t g K t l M . .  .
We turn now our attention toward the method used in the proofs. It
w xrelies on the extension of the Nagumo Theorem of 4, 2 for mutational
Ê  .  .equations K 2 g K on the complete metric space K X of nonempty
compact subsets of X supplied with the Hausdorff distance. It character-
 .izes the evolution of tubes viable in a closed subset M ; K X through a
tangential condition involving ¨elocity shapes or contingent transitions to M
at K g M.
Therefore, what remains is the computation of these sets of contingent
transitions to the following subsets
 .  4i M [ K g K X K l M / B .
 .  4ii F [ K g K X K ; M .
 .  4iii M [ x , K g X = K X x g K l M .  .0
in terms of contingent and paratingent cones, and this is what is done
below.
In order to define mutational equations, we recall some results of
set-valued analysis, and introduce some definitions in the second section.
We next present the operability theorem, the strong operability theorem,
and the joint viability-operability theorem.
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2. VELOCITIES OF TUBES: MUTATIONAL ANALYSIS
The purpose of this section is to define the velocity of tubes allowing us
later to define mutational equations and to solve them.
 .2.1. Morphological Shape Transitions on K X
 .In order to define mutational equations, we need first to adapt to K X
the concept of half-line x q h¨ starting from x in the direction ¨ by
 .replacing it by ``curved'' half-line q h, K called transition.F
Let us first recall that a set-valued map F § X is Lipschitz if there
exists a positive constant l such that
5 5; x , x g X , F x ; F x q l x y x B , .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 X
where B is the unit ball in X.X
5 5We denote by F the smallest constant l, called the LipschitzL
constant of F.
 .DEFINITION 2.1. We denote by LIP X, X the space of Lipschitz set-
valued maps with nonempty compact convex values.
Let us recall that the Hausdorff distance is defined by
oI K , L [ max ha K , L , h= K , L , .  .  . /
where
 . a .  .  .i h K, L s sup d x, L s sup inf d x, yx g K x g K y g L
 . = .  .  .ii h K, L s sup d x, K s sup inf d x, y .x g L x g L y g K
= . a .We observe that h K, L s h L, K , that
=  4  4 a  4  4d a, b s h a , b s h a , b , .  .  .
a .that h K, L is finite when K is compact, and thus, that the Hausdorff
 .distance oI K, L is finite whenever both K and L are compact.
We recall that when X is a finite dimensional vector space, the Haus-
 .dorff space K X is a complete metric space.
We associate with the Hausdorff distance oI on the family of nonempty
compact subsets of X the ``uniform Hausdorff distance'' oI defined on`
 .  .LIP X, X = LIP X, X :
oI F , C [ sup oI F x , C x . .  .  . .`
xgX
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If we let
ha F , C [ sup sup oI y , C x .  . .`
xgX  .ygF x
and
h= F , C [ sup sup oI y , F x .  . .`
xgX  .ygC x
then we have
oI F , C s max ha F , C , h= F , C . .  .  . /` ` `
 .If M is a subset of K X , we set
oI K [ inf oI K , L . .  .M
LgM
We then associate with any Lipschitz set-valued map F: X § X with
compact convex values the differential inclusion
x9 t g F x t . .  . .
 .We recall that such a differential inclusion has a solution x ? starting
 w x.from any initial point x g X see for instance 1 .
 .We denote by S x the set of solutions to the differential inclusion
x9 t g F x t .  . .
 .starting from x, and call the set-valued map S : x § S x the solution
 w x .map see 1, 2 for instance .
 .Therefore, we associate with F g LIP X, X its reachable map qF
defined by
q h , x [ x h . 4 .  .  .  .x ? gS xF
The sets
q h , K s q h , x .  .DF F
xgK
are called the reachable sets from K by F.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let F: X § X be a Lipschitz-set valued map with
compact convex values. We shall say that the map q defined byF
h , K ¬ q h , K [ q h , x 4 .  .  .F F xgK
 .is a morphological shape transition of the space K X of nonempty com-
pact subsets of the finite dimensional vector space X.
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 .  .Hence, the transitions h, K ª q h, K adapt to the metric space ofF
 .nonempty compact subsets of X the half-line h, x ª x q h¨ of vector
spaces.
Among the morphological shape transitions, we find:
 .  .1 the morphological transitions h, K ª K q hB associated with
 .  wconstant maps F x s B, used in mathematical morphology see 18, for
.example ;
 .  .  .2 the shape transitions h, K ª q h, K associated with single-w
 w x .valued maps, as in shape optimization see 9, 19 , for example .
 .  .The maps q associated with F g LIP X, X are transitions on K XF
in the sense that they satisfy the definition that is used in the forthcoming
w x w x2 and that is slightly stronger than the one introduced in 4 in order to
w xobtain more results. For more details, the reader can refer to 4, 2, 9 .
 . w x .LIP X, X is closed in C 0, 1 = E, E supplied with the distance
d q h , z , q h , z .  . .F C
d q , q [ sup lim sup . .L F C  /hzgX hª0q
We set
b q [ d q , 1 , .  .F L F
where 1 is the neutral transition defined by
w x;h g 0, 1 , ; x g X , 1 h , x [ x .
 .and we say that b q is the size of the transition q .F F
 .When F, C g LIP X, X , the Filippov Theorem implies that for any
 .  .solution y ? to the differential inclusion y9 g C y starting from any
y g L,
¡d y t , q t , K s inf inf z y y t .  .  . .F
xgK  .zgq t , xF
5 F 5 tLe y 1
5 F 5 t aL 5 5F inf e x y y q th C , F .~ ` 5 5F txgK L
5 F 5 tLe y 1
5 F 5 t aLF e d y , K q th C , F , .  .`¢ 5 5F tL
5 5where F is the Lipschitz constant of F.L
Then we can deduce the following properties of the reachable map:
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let q be the morphological shape transition associ-F
 .  .ated with F g LIP X, X . Then it is a transition on K X satisfying
 .  . 5 5i a q F F LF
 .  .  .ii d q , q F oI F, CL F C `
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5 5 5 5so that, setting F [ sup ¨ , we obtain` x g X , ¨ g F  x .
 .  . 5 5i b q F F `F
 . 5 5 5 F 5 Lii q F e .LF
2.2. Moti¨ ation
The equilibrium of the human body is characterized by the fact that the
 w xprojection of the center of gravity belongs to the support area see 6 for
.more details . In this case, the projection is the center of pressure, defined
as the center of the distribution of the total force applied to the supporting
surface. The position of the center of gravity changes according to changes
in the positions and movements of the body segments. The movement of
the center of pressure therefore varies according to the movement of the
center of gravity and the distribution of the muscle forces required to
control and produce a movement.
One can use a force platform to collect the center of pressure trajecto-
ries. The study of postural sway may make possible new therapeutic and
preventative strategies for postural instability since it would permit us to
quantitate the degree of postural unsteadiness and instability in patients
 w x.see 15, 7 .
During each act of standing the center of pressure constantly fluctuates
in random directions, with rapid multiple reversals in direction which are
neither oscillatory nor rhythmic. Despite these incessant fluctuations, the
center of pressure remains remarkably close to its mean position. We
 .denote by K t the mean area which is enclosed by the margins defined by
the positions of the center of pressure at time t, by M the support area,
 .and by x t the position of the center of pressure at time t.
Then, the equilibrium condition of the human body reads as the viability
condition
; t G 0, x t g M .
or as the operability condition
; t G 0, K t ; M . .
Posture stability is a dynamic phenomenon that depends on several
factors, both local and global and most of them are unknown. But the
results obtained in this paper that characterize the dynamic
ÊK t 2 f K t .  . .
satisfying the operability condition, could be one more mathematical tool
to study posture stability.
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2.3. Morphological Mutations of a Tube
 .  .DEFINITION 2.4. Let t g R ¬ K t g K X be a tube.q
 .A Lipschitz set-valued map F g LIP X, X belongs to the morphologi-
Ê .cal mutation K t of the tube K at time t if and only if
oI K t q h , q h , K t .  . . F
lim s 0.
hhª0q
 .  .Then, if g : K X ¬ LIP X, X , we shall consider the mutational
equation
Ê; t G 0, K t 2 g K t ? . .  .  . .
The mutation of a tube is then a set of Lipschitz maps with convex
compact images, which may be empty, a singleton, or may contain several
2 Ê  .maps. This is the reason why we use the notation K 2 g K instead of
Ê  .K s g K which would require the use of factor spaces.
 .The purpose of this paper is to characterize the evolution of a tube K ?
 .in the Hausdorff space K X satisfying operability constraints, i.e., con-
straints of the type:
 .  .  .1 ; t G 0, K t l M / B called the operability constraint
 .  .  .2 ; t G 0, K t ; M called the strong operability constraint , where
M is a given closed subset of X.
2.4. Tangent Cones
For that purpose, we need to introduce the concepts of contingent and
paratingent cones.
The results on the evolution of tubes under constraints use different
concepts of ``direction.''
DEFINITION 2.5. When M ; X is a subset of a finite dimensional
vector space X,
 .1 A direction ¨ g X is said to be contingent to M at x g M if
d x q h¨ .M
lim inf s 0.
hhª0q
 .The set T x of contingent directions to M at x is a closed cone, calledM
the contingent cone to M at x.
2 Ê .Which then are equivalent in the sense that two Lipschitz maps F, C g K t are
equivalent if and only if
oI q h , K t , q h , K t .  . .  . .F C
lim s 0.
hhª0q
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 .  .2 The ``Dubovitskij]Miljutin'' tangent cone D x to M at x inM
 .the closure of M is defined by ¨ g D x if and only if there exists e ) 0M
such that
x xx q 0, e ¨ q eB ; M . .
 . K  .3 If K ; X and x g M l K, the Bouligand paratingent cone P xM
to M relative to K at x is defined by
KP x [ ¨ lim inf d x9 q h¨ rh s 0 . .  .M M 5
hª0q , x 9ª xK
 . M  .When K s M, we set P x [ P x .M M
 4  x4  .We observe that when K [ x is a singleton, P s T x .M M
Remarks.
 .  .1 When M is convex, T x is convex.M
 .2 We can show that when x belongs to the boundary of M, and
M c denotes the complement of M, the complement of the contingent cone
c  . cT to M at x is the ``Dubovitskij]Miljutin'' cone D x at x for moreM M
w x.details on this cone see 16 .
The concept of contingent direction can be adapted to define ``contin-
gent shapes to a closed set.''
 .  .DEFINITION 2.6 Contingent Transition . Let K X be the set of
nonempty compact subset of a finite dimensional vector space.
 .Let M ; K X be a family of nonempty compact subsets of X.
 .We shall say that a Lipschitz set-valued map F g LIP X, X is contin-
gent to M at K g M if and only if the associated transition q isF
contingent to M at K, i.e.,
oI q h , K . .M F
lim inf s 0.
hhª0q
The Nagumo Theorem for tubes by J. P. Aubin characterizes viability
domains of mutational equation:
 .THEOREM 2.7 The Nagumo Theorem for Tubes . Let M ; E be a
 .closed subset of a finite dimensional ¨ector space X and f : K M ¬
 .LIP M, E be a continuous map, bounded in the sense that0
 .i M [ sup f K - q` .K g KM . L
 .ii c [ sup f K - q`. .K g KM . `
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 .Then M ; K M is a viability domain of f in the sense that
;K g M , f K g T K .  .M
 .if and only if from any K g M starts a tube t ¬ P t , a solution to the0
mutational equation
Ê; t G 0, P t 2 f P t ? .  .  . .
which is viable in M in the sense that
; t G 0, P t g M . .
3. THE OPERABILITY THEOREM
 .Let X be a finite dimensional vector space and K X the set of
nonempty compact subsets of X supplied with the Hausdorff distance.
For a given closed subset M of X, we consider the mutational equation
Ê; t G 0, K t 2 g K t ? . 0.2 .  .  .  . .
We shall say that a tube is operable on M if
; t G 0, K t l M / B, 0.3 .  .
and we shall provide a geometric condition involving g, K, and M to
characterize the operability of tube solutions to the mutational equation
 .0.2 .
 .  .THEOREM 3.1. Let g : K X ¬ LIP X, X be a continuous map,
bounded in the sense that
 .i m [ sup g K - q` .K g K X . L
 .ii c [ sup g K - q`. .K g K X . `
Let M be a fixed nonempty closed subset of X.
Then, from any K such that K l M / B starts one operable tube0 0
 .solution of 0.2 if and only if
;K such that KlM/B, ' xgKlM such that g K x lP K x /B. .  .  .M
0.4 .
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We shall derive Theorem 3.1 from the general mutational Nagumo
 .Theorem in the Hausdorff space K X when the closed viability domain is
the set
M [ K g K X N K l M / B 4 .
 .because the operability condition 0.3 is equivalent to the condition
; t G 0, K t g M . .
First, we observe that
LEMMA 3.2. When M is a closed subset of X,
M [ K g K X N K l M / B 4 .
 .is closed in K X .
 .Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let K be a sequence of elements of Mn ng N
that converges to K :
lim sup d x y d x s 0. 0.5 .  .  .K Knnª` xgX
 .Since K g M , ;n G 0, there exists x g K l M, hence 0.5 impliesn n n
lim d x s 0 .K n
nª`
so that for all n G 0, e ) 0, there exists y g K, such thatn
5 5y y x F e .n n
 . Since y remains in a compact subset, a subsequence again denoted byn n
 . .y converges to y g K. We deduce that x converges to y. Moreover,n n n
since M is closed, y belongs to M.
 .  .We need to characterize the set T K of maps F g LIP X, X contin-M
gent to M at a given subset K g M.
 .THEOREM 3.3. For e¨ery compact set K g M and e¨ery F g LIP X, X
the two following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .1 F g T KM
 .  . K  .2 ' x g K l M, such that F x l P x / B.M
 .Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let us choose K g M and F g LIP X, X .
 .  .1 When F g T K , by definition of a contingent shape to aM
 .closed set, there exist h ª 0 q and K g K X such thatn n
i oI K , q h , K F h e .  . .n F n n n
0.6 .
ii K l M / B. . n
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 . .By 0.6 ii , we know that for all n G 0, there exists x in K l M, andn n
 . .0.6 i implies that there exists x g K such thatÃn
hn Xx y x y z t dt F h e , .Ã Hn n n n n
0
X  .   ..where z t g F z t , in such a way thatn n
hn Xx h [ x q z t dt g q h , x . .  .  .Ã ÃHn n n n F n n
0
Consequently, setting
1 hn X¨ [ z t dt , .Hn nh 0n
we obtain
x s x q h ¨ q e , 0.7 .  .Ãn n n n n
5 5  .  . w xwhere e F e and x ? g S x on 0, h .Ãn n n F n n
Since F is Lipschitz, we show that
X 5 5z t g F z t ; F x q F z t y x B s F x q h B , .  .  . .  . . Ã Ã ÃLn n n n n n n
5 5 5  . 5where B is the unit ball in X and where h [ F z t y x con-ÃLn n n
verges to 0.
The Mean Value Theorem implies that ¨ belongs ton
co F x q h B s F x q h B .  .Ã Ã .n n n n
since the images of F are convex and compact.
 . Since x remains in a compact subset, a subsequence again denotedÃn n
 . . w xby x converges to some x g K. The Convergence Theorem 4.2.5 in 2Ã Ãn n
   .4 .implies that a subsequence again denoted by x ? converges uni-n nG 0
 .formly on every compact interval to some solution x ? to the differentialÃ
 .inclusion x9 g F x starting at x.Ã
 .  .We thus infer that x ? g S x , and that ¨ converges to some ¨ gÃ ÃF n
 .F x .Ã
Hence, setting w [ ¨ y e which converges to ¨ , we have proved then n n
 .existence of x g K l M, ¨ g F x , h ª 0 q , w ª ¨ , and x ª xÃ Ã Ã Ãn n n K
such that
x q h w g M .Ãn n n
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K  .Therefore ¨ belongs to the paratingent cone P x and thus, we haveÃM
proved that
' x g K l M such that F x l P K x / B. .  .Ã Ã ÃM
 .  . K  .2 Let x g K l M, and w g F x l P x , which exists by as-Ã Ã ÃM
sumption.
 .We shall infer that F g T K , i.e., we have to prove that there existM
 .K g K X such thatn
 .   ..i oI K , q h , K F h en F n n n
 .ii K l M / B.n
By definition of the paratingent cone, there exist h ª 0q, x ª x, andÃ Ãn n K
 .w converging to w g F x such thatÃn
;n G 0, x q h w g M .Ãn n n
 . qWe shall take K [ q h , K q h h B where h ª 0 and check thatn F n n n n
x q h w g q h , K q h h B .Ãn n n F n n n
and thus to K l M.n
 . w xBy setting y t [ x q tw on the interval 0, h , the derivative ofÄ Ãn n n
which is equal to w , we deduce from the Filippov Theorem applied to Fn
 .  .that there exists a solution y ? to the differential inclusion y9 g F y onn
w xthe interval 0, h satisfyingn
 .  .i y 0 s xÃn n
 .ii y h y y h s y h y x y h w F h h , .  .  .Ä Ãn n n n n n n n n n
where
1 hn 5 F 5 h ys.L nh [ e d w , F x q sw ds .Ã .Hn n n nh 0n
converges to 0.
Finally, we obtain
x q h w g q h , x q h h B g q h , K q h h B . .Ã Ãn n n F n n n n F n n n
and the theorem ensues.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We consider the mutational equation
Ê; t G 0, K t 2 g K t ? , .  .  . .
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and the closed set
M [ K g K X N K l M / B . 4 .
The Nagumo Theorem for tubes states that, under the assumptions of
 .Theorem 3.1, M ; K M is a ¨iability domain of g in the sense that
;K g M , g K g T K .  .M
 .if and only if from any K g M starts a tube t ¬ K t , a solution to the0
mutational equation
Ê; t G 0, K t 2 g K t ? .  .  . .
which is ¨iable in M in the sense that
; t G 0, K t g M . .
Theorem 3.3 states that the contingent set of transitions to M is given
by
T K s F g LIP X , X N .  .M
' x g K l M , such that F x l P K x / B . .  . 4M
Hence, M is a viability domain of g if and only if
;K g M , ' x g K l M , such that g K x l P K x / B. .  .  .M
This concludes the proof.
4. STRONG OPERABILITY
 .Let X be a finite dimensional vector space, K X the set of nonempty
compact subsets of X supplied with the Hausdorff distance.
M ; X being a given closed subset of X, we consider the mutational
equation
Ê; t G 0, K t 2 g K t ? . .  .  . .
We shall characterize the evolution of tubes under the strong operability
constraint
; t G 0, K t ; M . 0.8 .  .
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 .  .THEOREM 4.1. Let g : K X ¬ LIP X, X be a continuous map,
bounded in the sense that
 .i m [ sup g K - q` .K g K X . L
 .ii c [ sup g K - q`. .K g K X . `
Let M be a fixed nonempty closed subset of X. Then, from any K ; M, starts0
 .a tube t ¬ K t , a solution to the mutational equation
Ê; t G 0, K t 2 g K t ? .  .  . .
which is strongly operable in the sense that
; t G 0, K t ; M .
if and only if
;K ; M , ; x g K , g K x ; T x . .  .  .M
We shall derive Theorem 4.1 from the general Nagumo Theorem in the
 .Hausdorff space K X when the closed viability domain is the set
F [ K g K X N K ; M 4 .
 .because the strong operability condition 0.8 is equivalent to the condition
; t G 0, K t g F . .
First, we observe that
LEMMA 4.2. If M is a closed subset of X,
F [ K g K X N K ; M 4 .
 .is closed in K X .
Proof of Lemma 4.2. We shall even show that F is closed for the
Painleve]Kuratowski lower limit.Â
 .Let K be a sequence of elements of F that converges ton ng N
K [ Lim inf K s x g X N lim d x , K s 0 . . 5n n
nª` nª`
For all x g K, there exists a sequence x g K ; M that converges to x.n n
Since M is closed, x g M.
 .We need to characterize the set of maps F g LIP X, X contingent to
F at a given subset K g F.
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 .THEOREM 4.3. For e¨ery compact set K g F and e¨ery F g LIP X, X ,
the two following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .1 F g T KF
 .  .  .2 ; x g K, F x ; T x .M
 .Proof of Theorem 4.3. Let us choose K g F and F g LIP X, X .
 .  .1 When F g T K , by definition of a contingent shape to aF
 .closed set, this means that there exist h ª 0 q and h g K X such thatn n
i oI K , q h , K F h e .  . .n F n n n
0.9 .
ii K ; M . . n
 .For all x in K, we choose any w g F x .
 .  .By the Filippov Theorem, we know that there exists x ? g S x suchF
 .that x9 0 s w, and
hnx q x9 t dt g q h , x ; q h , K . .  .  .H F n F n
0
 . .Moreover, 0.9 i implies that there exists x g K such thatn n




w [ x9 t dt , .Hn h 0n
we obtain
x s x q h w q e g M , .n n n n
5 5where e F e .n n
Since w converges to w, we deduce thatn
w g T x . .M
 .  .  .2 For any x g K, we choose now any w g F x ; T x .M
By definition of the contingent cone, there exist h ª 0q and wn n
converging to w such that
x q h w g M .n n
 .We shall prove that there exist K g K X such thatn
 .   ..i oI K , q h , K F h en F n n n
 .ii K ; M.n
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 .  .Since F x ; T x , every solution starting from x remains in M. Hence,M
 .  .q h , x ; M, and thus q h , K ; M. Therefore, if we setF n F n
K [ q h , K , .n F n
the theorem ensues.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We consider the mutational equation
ÊK t 2 g K t ? .  .  . .
the solutions of which have to be viable in the closed subset F defined by
F [ K g K X K ; M . 4 .
Theorem 4.3 states that the contingent set of transitions to F is given by
T K s F g LIP X , X such that ; x g K , F x ; T x . 4 .  .  .  .F M
Hence, the mutational Nagumo Theorem states that F is a viability
domain of g if and only if
;K g F , g K g T K . .  .F
This concludes the proof.
5. JOINT VIABILITY-OPERABILITY
 .Let X be a finite dimensional vector space, and K X be the metric
space of nonempty compact subsets of X. We consider a map f : X =
 .K X ¬ X and the differential equation
x9 t s f x t , K t 0.10 .  .  .  . .
 .parametrized by an evolving nonempty compact subset K t .
 .We assume now that the evolution of the tube K ? : R § X is gov-q
erned by the mutational equation
ÊK t 2 g x t , K t ? 0.11 .  .  .  .  . .
 .parametrized by a solution x ? : R ¬ X to the differential equationq
 .  .  .0.10 , where g : X = K X ¬ LIP X, X .
We shall characterize the dynamics f and g governing an operable
evolution of both the state and the tube in the sense that, M being a given
closed subset of X,
; t G 0, x t g K t l M . 0.12 .  .  .
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 .THEOREM 5.1. Assume that the map f : X = K X ¬ X is continuous
 .  .with linear growth and that g : X = K X ¬ LIP X, X is a continuous map,
bounded in the sense that
 .i m [ sup g x , K - q` .x g x, K g K X . L
 .ii c [ sup g x , K - q`. .x g X , K g K X . `
Let M be a fixed nonempty closed subset of X.
The two following statements hold true:
 .  .1 If for e¨ery x, K such that x g K l M,
f x , K g D x l g x , K x q T x .  .  .  .  . .M K
 .then from any x , K such that x g K l M, starts a solution to the0 0 0 0
 .differential equation 0.10 operable in the sense that
; t G 0, x t g K t l M , .  .
 .  .where K t is a solution to the mutational equation 0.11 .
 .  .2 If from any x , K such that x g K l M, starts a solution to0 0 0 0
 .the differential equation 0.10 which is operable in the sense that
; t G 0, x t g K t l M , .  .
 .  .where K t is a solution to the mutational equation 0.11 , then for e¨ery
 .x, K such that x g K l M,
f x , K g T x l g x , K x q T x . .  .  .  .  . .M K
Remark. When M is such that
c
cT x s T x .  . .M M
 .  .the properties i and ii are equivalent.
We shall derive Theorem 5.1 from the general Nagumo Theorem in the
 .Hausdorff space K X when the closed viability domain is the set
M [ x , K g X = K X N x g K l M . 4 .  .0
 .because the operability condition 0.12 is equivalent to the condition
; t G 0, x t , K t g M . .  . . 0
First, we observe that
LEMMA 5.2. When M is a closed subset of X,
M [ x , K g X = K X N x g K l M 4 .  .0
 .is closed in X = K X .
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 .Proof of Lemma 5.2. Let x , K be a sequence of elements of Mn n ng N 0
 .that converges to x, K .
 .x g K l M implies that x g K l M, and thus that x, K g M .n n 0
 .  .We need to characterize the set of maps ¨ , F g X = LIP X, X
 .contingent to M at x, K g M .0 0
 .  .THEOREM 5.3. For e¨ery x, K g M and e¨ery ¨ , F g X =0
 .LIP X, X , we ha¨e:
 .  .  .  .   .  ..1 ¨ , F g T x, K « ¨ g T x l F x q T xM M K0
 .  .   .  ..  .  .2 ¨ g D x l F x q T x « ¨ , F g T x, K .M K M0
Moreo¨er, if
T x y T x s X , .  .K M
then
¨ g T= x l F x q T x « ¨ , F g T x , K . .  .  .  .  . .M K M0
 .Proof of Theorem 5.3. Let us choose x, K g M and0
¨ , F g X = LIP X , X . .  .
 .  .  .1 If ¨ , F g T x, K , by definition of a contingent shape to aM0
 .closed set, there exist h ª 0 q , ¨ ª ¨ , and K g K X such thatn n n
i oI K , q h , K F h e .  . .n F n n n
0.13 .
ii x q h ¨ g K l M . . n n n
 .For all n G 0, x q h ¨ g M, therefore ¨ g T x .n n M
 . .Moreover, for all n G 0, x q h ¨ g K so that by 0.13 i we known n n
that there exists x g K such thatÃn
hn Xx q h ¨ y x y x t dt F h e , .Ã Hn n n n n n
0
X  .   ..where x t g F x t , in such a way thatn n




1 hn Xw [ x t dt .Hn nh 0n
we obtain
x q h ¨ s x q h w q e g M , 0.14 .  .Ãn n n n n n
5 5  .  . w xwhere e F e , and x ? g S x on 0, h .Ãn n n F n n
Since F is Lipschitz, we know that
X 5 5x t g F x t ; F x q F x t y x B s F x q h B , .  .  . .  . . Ã Ã ÃLn n n n n n n
5  . 5where h [ x t y x converges to 0.Ãn n n
  . .The Mean Value Theorem implies that w belongs to co F x q h BÃn n n
 .s F x q h B since the images of F are convex and compact. SinceÃn 1n
 .   . .x remains in a compact subset, a subsequence again denoted by xÃ Ãn n n n
 .converges, and by 0.14 , its limit is x.
w x The Convergence Theorem 4.2.5 in 2 implies that a subsequence again
  .4 .denoted by x ? converges uniformly on every compact interval ton nG 0
 .  .some solution x ? to the differential inclusion y9 g F y starting at x.Ã
 .We thus infer that w converges to some w g F x .n
 .Hence, we have proved the existence of w g F x , h ª 0q, w ª wn n
 .  .setting w [ w q e , such that thanks to 0.14 ,n n n
x q h ¨ y w s x g K . Ãn n n n
 .  .so that ¨ y w g T x .K
Therefore,
¨ g T x l F x q T x . .  .  . .M K
 .  .   .  ..2 We choose now any ¨ g D x l F x q T x . We shallM K
 .  .prove that ¨ , F g T x, K .M0
 .  .  .¨ g F x l T x means that there exist w g F x , w g X, h ª 0q,K n
and w ª w such that ¨ s w q w andn
x q h w g K .n n
 . q¨ g D x means that for all m ª 0 , ¨ ª ¨ ,M n n
x q m ¨ g M . 0.15 .n n
In particular,
x q h w q w g M . .n n
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 .  .We shall infer that ¨ , F g T x, K , i.e., we have to prove that thereM0
 .exist K g K X such thatn
 .   ..i oI K , q h , K F h en F n n n
 .  .ii x q h w q w g K l M.n n n
We shall take
K [ q h , K q h h B , .n F n n n
where h ª 0q, and check thatn
x q h w q w g q h , K q h h B .  .n n F n n n
and thus K l M.n
 . w xBy setting y t [ x q tw q h w on the interval 0, h , the derivativeÄ n n n
of which is equal to w, we deduce from the Filippov Theorem applied to F
 .  .that there exists a solution y ? to the differential inclusion y9 g F y onn
w xthe interval 0, h satisfyingn
i y 0 s x q h w .  .n n n
ii y h y y h s y h y x y h w y h w F h h , .  .  .  .Än n n n n n n n n n
where
1 hn 5 F 5 h ys.L nh [ e d w , F x q sw q h w ds . .Hn n nh 0n
converges to 0.
Finally, we obtain
x q h w q w g q h , x q h w q h h B g q h , K q h h B .  .  .n n F n n n n n F n n n
and the theorem ensues.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We consider the system of mutational equations
 .  .   .  ..i x9 t s f x t , K t
Ê .  .   .  .. .ii K t 2 g x t , K t ?
the solutions of which have to be viable in the closed subset M defined by0
M [ x , K g X = K X x g K l M . 4 .  .0
 .For all x, K g M , Theorem 5.3 states that the condition0
¨ g D x l F x q T x .  .  . .M K
 .  .implies that ¨ , F g T x, K . Then we apply the Mutational NagumoM0
Theorem to this case.
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 .Moreover, for all x, K g M . Theorem 5.3 states that0
¨ , F g T x , K .  .M0
implies that
¨ g T x l F x q T x . .  .  . .M K
We apply the Mutational Nagumo Theorem to this case to conclude the
proof.
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